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1 Introduction

Table 1 shows the FY21 milestones for the Rubin Observatory, many of which concern, or
relate to, data previews. Section 2 defines what Data Preview 0 is about and covers possible
risks and mitigations to that definition. Section 3 Sets out the planning for achieving DP0.

Table 1: Milestones for Rubin Observatory Data Production and System Perfomrance FY21

Milestone Rubin ID Year Q Type Team
Read only Gen3 butler for DP0 at IDF DP-MW-M03 FY21 Q1 Code Release Science Users Middleware
IDF DP0-Ready: Complete IDF installation and IDF staff
preparations for DP0.

DP-IN-M01 FY21 Q1 Event Infrastructure and Support

Evaluate Batch Production System for DP0.2 DP-MW-M07 FY21 Q1 Decision Science Users Middleware
Develop a model for user support during pre-operations
and operations

SP-CE-M01 FY21 Q1 Process Definition Community Engagement

DP0.1 Early Access: Provide access to processed images and
visit level catalogs from the IDF

DP-SR-M02 FY21 Q2 Data Release Science Platform and Reliability Engineering

HTCondor based worklow system in place DP-MW-M04 FY21 Q1 Code Release Science Users Middleware
HTCondor based worklow system with tooling (e.g. restart)
added.

DP-MW-M05 FY21 Q2 Code Release Science Users Middleware

Gen3 butler and pipeline task ready for production use. DP-MW-M06 FY21 Q2 Code Release Science Users Middleware
DP0.2 Reprocessing Start: Begin early DRP-like re-
processing of DP0 simulated image data, at the IDF.

DP-EX-M01 FY21 Q3 Event Execution

Engage with the community to support shared-risk simu-
lated data distribution to community for science with DP0

SP-CE-M03 FY21 Q3 Event Community Engagement

Demonstrate EPO interface with DP0 DP-SR-M03 FY21 Q3 Process Definition Science Platform and Reliability Engineering
Deliver beta LSST Data Products Documentation (DP0) SP-CE-M02 FY21 Q3 Code Release Community Engagement
DP0.1 Data Release: science-ready catalogs released from
the IDF

SP-VV-M01 FY21 Q3 Data Release Verification and Validation

USDF Transition Plan: workwith selectedUSDF team to plan
start-up of USDF.

DP-DM-M05 FY21 Q4 Process Definition Data Production Management

DP0.2 Early Access: Provide access to reprocessed images
and visit level catalogs from the IDF

DP-SR-M04 FY21 Q4 Data Release Science Platform and Reliability Engineering

Deploy early instantiation of service desk providing second-
tier technical support for community

DP-SR-M05 FY21 Q4 Event Science Platform and Reliability Engineering

2 Data Preview 0

In LSO-011 we outlined a number of scenarios for early releases of Rubin Observatory data.
The purpose of the these releases are not only to prepare the community for LSST data, but
also to serve as an early integration test of existing elements of theDataManagement systems
and to familiarize the community with our access mechanisms.
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Two major new developments have occurred since LSO-011 was drafted:

• There have since been delays in construction such that we are now planning on making
Data Previews with Rubin Observatory simulated data or on-sky data from other obser-
vatories (see Section 2.1.1) which would still allow us to meet some of the goals of the
early releases.

• We are planning on carrying these activities at the Interim Data Facility, which is is dedi-
cated to Pre-Ops activities infrastructure needs such as serving data and training oper-
ations staff. (Commissioning actives will continue at NCSA and in Chile.)

In this documentwe outline notable elements of DP0, the first of these planned data previews,
from the Data Management and Pre-Operations perspective.

Data Preview 0 itself is broken down in several parts: 0.1 servings existing data products, 0.2
reprocessing that data and publishing new catalogs.

2.1 Elements of Data Preview 0.1

In this section we discuss the following key topics:

• Dataset choice considerations

• Data products offered

• Services offered

• Audience considerations

2.1.1 Dataset choice considerations

The Construction Project has been working for some time now with a number of pre-cursor
datasets and simulated data. There are two leading candidates for forming the basis of DP0:
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• The Subaru Hyper Suprime-Cam PDR2 dataset, provided permission can be secured
from our HSC colleagues. As real (on-sky) data it is likely that users will interact with
it in more realistic ways. It is a well understood dataset, and it is regularly re-processed
with software that shares a common codebase with the LSST Science Pipelines.

• The simulated precursor to LSST data produced by the Dark Energy Science Collabora-
tion, DESC DC2, provided permission can be secured. This is a very large dataset and
putting DC2 catalogs in Qserv would be an excellent demonstration of its abilities.

There is interest from the science collaborations in working with data products from both of
these datasets. DC2was emphasized at the 2019 PCW, and at least one (AGN) has contributed
to the simulation inputs since then. A comment at the PCW discussion was that without DC2
in DP0, the science collaborations would not see full frame LSST data until the year before the
survey, too late for the needed analysis development.

Data Management is currently in transition between its 2nd and 3rd generation data abstrac-
tion layer (aka “Butler”). For DP0 to fulfill its aim as an early deployment/integration exercise,
Gen 3 Butler must be used, preferably (stretch goal) using an S3 compliant Object Store as is
the intent in production. This has bearing on the choice of dataset.

HSC PDR2 can either be converted from Gen 2 to Gen 3 or (stretch goal but ideally) repro-
cessed naively with Gen3. A smaller subset may be necessary to avoid production scaling
issues. This is the preferred choice in the short term from an engineering point of view.

DC2 is available through Gen2 Butler and as we do not process that data with the Science
Pipelines, the only option is conversion toGen3. Estimates are that this is such a time-consuming
process that it cannot be done in time to meet milestone DP-SR-M02. Therefore if DC2 is to
be involved in the short term, a significantly smaller subset would have to be selected.

Questions:

• Which dataset has the broader scientific interest? This question could be answered via
a community survey: indeed, the possibility of such a survey was discussed at the 2019
PCW.

• For either dataset if we take a subset to avoid the Gen2-Gen3 conversion issues or
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production scaling issues, will that reduce the usefulness of the datasets or affect the
choice? What would be the smallest data size that is still scientifically interesting?

• Are there HiPS maps available for either of these ?

• Given the delayed construction/commissioning schedule, could we consider including
both of these datasets in DP0 over the course of FY21–FY22?

2.1.2 Data Products Offered

Wewill offer access to images and catalogs, though in more limited ways that will be available
in Operations. Images will be stored in read-only Butler Gen3 repo. Catalogs will be stored in
Qserv.

We may provide images and catalogs from different production runs based on the same
dataset. For example, in the stretch goal of reprocessing the dataset in Gen 3, catalogs may
not be available for Qserv to start ingesting in time. In such a scenario, we may choose to
provide existing catalogs from the old run.

The exact science data products depend on what exist in the provided data repository (if serv-
ing existing data products) or what pipelines are ready for our reprocessing.

Questions:

• Areweoffering parquet files? —Nopromise. Currently our SDMifiedparquet-generating
pipelines are HSC only and Gen2 only. If parquet files are offered the access will be via
the read-only Butler Gen3 repo.

• We should presumably explicitly rule out bulk download — YES. However, this (was dis-
cussed at the 2019 PCW, as a potential mitigation against there not being batch compute
available in DP0. If a particular group requested bulk download, it could be an opportu-
nity to start developing that capability. We will also need to knowwhether to allow DESC
bulk download access as part of the MOU to gain access to DC2: they may well want to
download all the re-processed products, for their own purposes (and to develop their
capability to ingest and work with bulk downloads).

• When does ingest into Qserv has to start to be ready by DP0?
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2.1.3 Services Offered

Although DP0 as a milestone described LSO-011 can be fulfilled with simple data distribution,
we intend to offer limited Science Platform functionality as part of DP0. This includes:

• Provided the data is stored in Qserv or a Postgres database, catalogue access through
TAP

• Access to the Science Platform’s notebook-based analysis environment (Nublado); im-
ages can be accessed pragmatically via the Butler.

• Federated Authentication

Shell access (except through Nublado) will not be offered.

Questions:

• Is it understood that portal is not included? Not necessarily ..

2.1.4 Audience Considerations

Care should be taken to limit the target audience for the data previews; it is most critical that
this is done for DP0.

• We have limited capacity to divert resources to support users.

• We will not have performed scaling tests on the Science Platform services by that point;
current Science Platform usage is under 100 users, and any intent to exceed that should
be communicated well in advance

• We will not yet have the ability to throttle excessive IDF usage

Authorization will be provided in an all-in basis (users will have the same level of access as
project members currently have) since finer access control mechanisms will not be available
by DP0; care should be taken in selecting them.
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Questions:

• What is the authorization constraints for this data? For example, are DC2 data products
only available to DESC science collaboration members? If so, if DC2 is chosen, does only
DESC participate in DP0? No: When agreed, DC2would be available to all data rights
holders.

• How do we handle access? First come first served? Do we need a sign-up process?

2.2 DP0.2 - processing

The Milestone DP-SR-M03 includes re processing on IDF of the data set previously served as
part of DP-SR-M01. This requires a workflow system and associated tools to preferable make
this quite automated. Demonstrating a portable set of cloud enabled tools based on Butler
Gen 3 and HTCondor would help to allay the main risk of moving to a new Data Facility in
operations. As of today, processing based on Butler Gen3 has been limited to a very small
scale, and no scalability testing has been performed. For DP-SR-M03 we may reprocess only
a subset of the dataset constrained by scaling issues.

2.3 Risks and mitigation

The biggest schedule risk is not getting an interim data facility in place in time. This would
delay the entire schedule and there is not much mitigation.

In the long run costs may be higher than expected in a cloud based IDF. This will be due to
storage. An mitigation to this would be to store data on our own systems (NCSA or Chile) and
expose it through S3. NCSA already have this in place and we should consider testing this for
lesser used data sets.

There is some risk that Butler over S3 and Postgres might not be at production grade by DP0.
We are working hard on that in construction. There is the possibility to run Gen 3 over a
filesystem which would not be ideal on the cloud. If Gen3 does not work at all we will have to
have a major rethink and build a much simpler butler. Similarly, the workflow system and as-
sociated tools may not bemature enough for large-scale production. Scalability in production
is also not understood. We may need to limit the size of DP0 and rethink the system.
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3 Planning and team(s) fro DP0

Planning epics have been (and are) being created in the PREOPS Jira project. On the dashboard
you can see links to the tickets labeled DP0.1 and DP0.2.

Wewill have regular (every otherweek for now)DP0meetings (see https://confluence.lsstcorp.
org/display/LSSTOps/Data+Production+Meetings).

3.1 Teams

The Operations era org chart is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Organization of departments and teams for operations of Rubin Observatory.

The main departments involved in DP0 are Data Production and System Performance. With
in those departments various people will be involved from the underlying teams but in small
numbers. It makes most sense to approach DP0 with a task force approach. This might best
be seen as two teams:
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• Data production - with a focus on middleware and execution (Section 3.2);

• System Performance - with a focus on quality assurance and community support (Sec-
tion 3.3).

As we advance the teams grow and we will transition to the an organization as in Figure 1 with
team leads for each team as in Figure 2.

AD Data Production
William O’Mullane

Rubin Operations Director
Robert Blum

AD System Performance
Leanne Guy

Advisor
French Data Facility

Fabio Hernandez

Science Users Middleware
Tim Jenness

Algorithms and Pipelines
Yusra AlSayyad

Science Platform and
Reliability Engineering

Frossie Economou

Execution
Michelle Butler

and Robert Gruendl

Infrastructure
TBD at Data Facility

1

Figure 2: Data Production Team structure

3.2 DP Middleware and Execution

For DP0 on IDFHsin-Fang Chiangwould coordinate Data Production activities and be the point
of contact for the IDF provider. There is preops effort (fractional FTE) available in Execution
and Pipelines as well as Middleware teams. The roles etc need some clean up from the ops
proposal but the DP Roles are listed in Table 3 though the exact mix of roles is still under
discussion.

3.3 SP Quality and Community Support

Note: DP0.1 andDP0.2 Early Access described in this document do not leave time for full-scale
quality analysis. The provided data will not be science-ready; system performancemilestones
are succeeding.

Leanne ..

• How do we intend to do support? Slack? JIRA? CLO?
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3.4 Planning

Table 2: Internal timeline

Date Description Reference
Jul 2020 Small test datasets identified to help dataset choice Sec 2.1.1
Aug 2020 Decision on DP0.1 dataset Sec 2.1.1

Software freeze for repo conversion to Gen3 read-only Butler DP-MW-M03
Sep 2020 Qserv installed and configured on IDF DP-IN-M01

End-to-end Qserv ingest workflow system completed on IDF
Qserv scale test
Qserv ingestion starts
TAP service scale test

Jan 2021 End-to-end data flow milestone?
Aug 2020 First workflow tools software release DP-MW-M04
Nov 2020 Batch system configured on IDF DP-IN-M01
Jan 2021 Tract size verification run on stack candidate
Jan 2021 Software freeze on DP0.2 pipeline stack

Table 2 lists internal timeline.

3.4.1 Middleware

There are obvious middleware milestones such as DP-MW-M-01 read only Gen3 Butler which
are needed from the construction project. There is still installation work needed for the that
on Google which includes the need for a Postgress (like) database for the registry. The DAX
teamare on the hook for this. For DP0.2 we need Butler to handle processing, not just locating
files (DP-MW-M-04).

3.4.1.1 Qserv should be installed and configured. Though we have some prior art for this
we still will need some experimentation to get it correct. Getting DC2 loaded in Qserv is also
a DAX activity we will have to do on IDF.

3.4.1.2 Workflow needs to be functioning at scale for DP0.2, ideally we should basic work-
flow early on (milestone DP-MW-M-02). Then more tooling such as restarting failed jobs (DP-
MW-M-03).

From the construction side we have BPS as a deliverable which may be useful on IDF also. We
shall evaluate BPS as an option later in 2020 (DP-MW-M07). See LDM-636, LDM-633, DMTN-
123. BPS translates the quantum graph to DAGMan for execution on HTCondor and submits
the jobs. Most work has gone into the graph and execution.
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As part of our march toward a potential more DOE oriented Data Facility, BNL will be part
of the pre operations team to experiment with PanDA as an environment to monitor and
control our processing jobs. This is a slightly parallel effort to construction attempting to
take advantage of an existing set of tools for large scale job execution. In an ideal world the
quantum graph translation of BPS would feed into a PanDA system to execute (retry etc) our
jobs, this is still to be investigated. This may go through CWL.

See also Section 3.4.4.

3.4.2 Science Platform

The science platform and web services need to be deployed. In principle this is reason-
able straight forward, an open issue may be configuring of the Portal aspect for the chosen
dataset(s).

3.4.3 Pipelines

For DP0.2 we need a Gen3 version of the pipelines to process the dataset. This will have to
run at scale for PDR2 or DC2. There may be several runs for quality purposes. Fractional FTE
from the Pipelines will provide help in pipeline configuration, data repo preparation, work-
flow consulting, science verification, data model documenting, troubleshooting, and liaising.
Yusra will provide more info here.

3.4.4 IN2P3

IN2P3 will contribute in Qserv and pipelines. Fabio will provide more information here.
They bring experience running Gen3 workflows. The real interest with IN2P3 is to run remote
jobs thus emulating the eventual operational DRP runs. This may be difficult to achieve in
FY21 but we should make it a milestone for FY22.1. A more achievable goal for FY21 would be
to duplicate the IDF processing at IN2P3.

Remote execution requires some features in Gen3 to be implemented. We will probably wish
to execute jobs with a local registry then merge the results and registries.

1Tim, Fabio we should set a date for this
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4 Other experiments

Apart from the milestones and planning in Section 3 there are some other activities it may be
good to experiment with.

4.1 S3 access to NCSA

Storage remains the cost driver for cloud. We have an S3 interface exposing data a t NCSA,
we could attempt some processing on the cloud accessing image data at NCSA.

4.2 Qserv 75% scaling

Qserv scale tests should go to 75% of DR1. This requires a lot of nodes for a short time, we
do not need to necessarily keep all those nodes once the test is done. This is an ideal cloud
scenario if we have Qserv working in an understood manner on the cloud. DMTN-125 would
suggest we can at least do this in principle.

A References
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B Acronyms

Acronym Description

AGN active galactic nuclei
BNL Brookhaven National Laboratory
BPS Batch Production Service
DAGMan Directed Acyclic Graph Manager
DAX Data Access Services
DC2 Data Challenge 2 (DESC)
DESC Dark Energy Science Collaboration
DMTN DM Technical Note
DOE Department of Energy
DP Data Production
DP0 Data Preview 0
DR1 Data Release 1
DRP Data Release Production
FTE Full-Time Equivalent
FY21 Financial Year 21
HSC Hyper Suprime-Cam
IDF Interim Data Facility
IN2P3 Institut National de Physique Nucléaire et de Physique des Particules
LDM LSST Data Management (Document Handle)
LSST Legacy Survey of Space and Time (formerly Large Synoptic Survey Tele-

scope)
MOU Memo Of Understanding
NCSA National Center for Supercomputing Applications
OPS Operations
PCW Project Community Workshop
PDR2 Public Data Release 2 (HSC)
RTN Rubin Technical Note
S3 (Amazon) Simple Storage Service
SP Story Point
TAP Table Access Protocol
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C Roles in Data Production FY21
Table 3: Team members for Data Production for Rubin Observatory FY21

WBS Team Role Title Role Description Institution FY21 FTE
3.1a Data Production

Management
Associate Direc-
tor for Data Pro-
duction

The AD of the Data Production Department is one of
the principal leaders of the Rubin Observatory operations
phase. This position requires a Ph.D. level astronomer with
extensive astronomical survey and science management
experience, and reports directly to the Rubin Observatory
Director. The primary responsibilities of this position in-
clude themanagement of the Data Production Department,
participation in the leadership of Rubin Observatory sur-
vey, and coordinationwith other RubinObservatory Depart-
ments. The AD for Data Production also has overall respon-
sibility and authority for safely running the Rubin Observa-
tory Data Facilities (LDF) including the generation of prompt
data products (alerts) and the annual data release process-
ing. This person will supervise a technical staff that will be
responsible for all aspects of data processing, preparation
of data products, archiving, and operation of the Chilean,
French and other DACs, as well as the US LDF. They will
be responsible for coordinating with project level Contract
Management and Supplier Management when dealing with
issues of business impact, and accountable for ensuring a
disaster recovery plan is effective and able to be invoked.
The AD of Data Production is also responsible for supervis-
ing the data flow from the Recinto to the LDF.

AURA 0.50

3.1c Data Production
Management

Data Production
Advisor - US DF

Each Rubin Observatory Data Facility (currently USA and
France) have an advisory role to the AD for Data Production
in terms of execution across the data facilities.

NCSA 0.25

3.1d Data Production
Management

Data Production
Advisor - IN2P3

Each Rubin Observatory Data Facility (currently USA and
France) have and advisory role to the AD for Data Produc-
tion in terms of execution across the data facilities. This has
both a logistic andmanagerial element - there are local dtaff
to manage but we need the entire organisation to work for
prociessing.

IN2P3 0.25

3.2b Infrastructure
and Support

US Data Facility
Scientist

Responsible for leading the Data, Compute and IT Security
team involved in providing foundational services for file-
based data, data resident in database engines, and facility-
wide services including AAA and operational network secu-
rity infrastructure.

NCSA 0.40

3.2j Infrastructure
and Support

IT Network Engi-
neer - US DF

Provides network hardware and operational functionality
used from a site’s border router to Rubin Observatory end
equipment. Collaborates with the security engineer and
also IT services related to dynamic reallocation of US DF
enclaves to support these functions with network features.
Supplies higher-level network services as needed at each
site, such as DNS, NTP, domain name registrations, net-
flows, and support for security.

NCSA 0.25

3.2k Infrastructure
and Support

Wide Area Net-
work Technical
Manager

Responsible for providing coordination amongst and man-
aging relationships with the four independent WAN oper-
ators. Acts as the interface for services provided to the US
DF in the context of theWAN. Responsible for managing the
risk associated with each WAN operator, including develop-
ingmitigation strategies and proposed project responses to
credible risks. Leads the Joint Wide Area Network Working
Group. Well connected to DOE ESNet.

Fermilab 0.38

3.2l Infrastructure
and Support

Wide Area Net-
work Architect

Familiar with WAN implementation technologies generally
available in the networks supporting the Rubin Observa-
tory. Familiar with technology roadmap of the ESNet WAN
provider. Synthesizes and evolves network techniques and
provisioning supporting the Rubin Observatory mission, as
network technology evolves. Drawn from staff of WAN
groups but explicitly supported by and work in the context
of the Rubin Observatory.

Fermilab 0.38
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3.2r Infrastructure
and Support

Data Wrangler -
IN2P3

The data wrangler ensures that data (science raw data, cal-
ibration data, data products, etc.) is replicated at IN2P3
and data products resulting from the local processing per-
formed at IN2P3 are replicated to the USDF They also en-
sure that the data archived at IN2P3 and needed for the an-
nual processing are recalled from tape on time for the im-
age processing tasks to be performed. They ensure that the
tools and systems used for replicating data at IN2P3 are op-
erational. This role needs tight coordination with the team
at the USDF that is responsible for data distribution.

IN2P3 0.35

3.2r Infrastructure
and Support

Data Wrangler -
IN2P3

The data wrangler ensures that data (science raw data, cal-
ibration data, data products, etc.) is replicated at IN2P3
and data products resulting from the local processing per-
formed at IN2P3 are replicated to the USDF They also en-
sure that the data archived at IN2P3 and needed for the an-
nual processing are recalled from tape on time for the im-
age processing tasks to be performed. They ensure that the
tools and systems used for replicating data at IN2P3 are op-
erational. This role needs tight coordination with the team
at the USDF that is responsible for data distribution.

IN2P3 0.25

3.2s Infrastructure
and Support

Image Handler -
IN2P3

The image handler ensures the image processing stages as-
signed to IN2P3 are performed on time. This person also
ensures that the processing (e.g. software releases, config-
uration files, etc.) is compatible with what is agreed upon
with the other processing sites, in particular with the USDF.
They also ensure that IN2P3’s image processing infrastruc-
ture (batch processing, workflowmanagement system, etc.)
is operational and correctly configured for LSST needs. They
also ensure the day-to-day operations of the annual image
processing campaign. This role needs tight coordination
with the team in charge of image processing at the USDF.

IN2P3 0.25

3.2s Infrastructure
and Support

Image Handler -
IN2P3

The image handler ensures the image processing stages as-
signed to IN2P3 are performed on time. This person also
ensures that the processing (e.g. software releases, config-
uration files, etc.) is compatible with what is agreed upon
with the other processing sites, in particular with the USDF.
They also ensure that IN2P3’s image processing infrastruc-
ture (batch processing, workflowmanagement system, etc.)
is operational and correctly configured for LSST needs. They
also ensure the day-to-day operations of the annual image
processing campaign. This role needs tight coordination
with the team in charge of image processing at the USDF.

IN2P3 0.20

3.2t Infrastructure
and Support

CatalogManager
- IN2P3

The catalog manager ensures the day-to-day operations of
the astronomical catalog database at IN2P3. This includes
ingesting new data and removing and archiving obsolete
catalogs. They also interact with the data wrangler to en-
sure that the catalog data produced at other sites are im-
ported and ingested into the IN2P3 catalog and that the cat-
alog data produced at IN2P3 is ingested into the local cata-
log and replicated to other sites. They also ensure that the
software releases for the catalog database are compatible
with those releases used at other sites operating a catalog
database, in particular, the USDF.

IN2P3 0.15

3.2t Infrastructure
and Support

CatalogManager
- IN2P3

The catalog manager ensures the day-to-day operations of
the astronomical catalog database at IN2P3. This includes
ingesting new data and removing and archiving obsolete
catalogs. They also interact with the data wrangler to en-
sure that the catalog data produced at other sites are im-
ported and ingested into the IN2P3 catalog and that the cat-
alog data produced at IN2P3 is ingested into the local cata-
log and replicated to other sites. They also ensure that the
software releases for the catalog database are compatible
with those releases used at other sites operating a catalog
database, in particular, the USDF.

IN2P3 0.15
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3.3a Science Users
Middleware

Middleware
Lead

Organizes the software maintenance effort and assigns
work in a way that provides for continuity of maintenance
for all Rubin Observatory maintained software. Is primar-
ily responsible for further defining and enforcing software
engineering rules related to maintenance, including main-
tenance of documentation, correct security practices, test-
ing, and other aspects of delivery of a complete change set.
Ensures that software tasks are consistent with authorized
changes. Carries share of maintenance load. Participates in
reviews.

AURA 0.25

3.3b Science Users
Middleware

Database Engi-
neer (Qserv) -
SLAC

Develops, maintains, and implements the science
Databases e.g. QSERV database, data butler, Prompt
Products Database. May also work on other middleware as
needed.

SLAC 0.75
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SLAC

Develops, maintains, and implements the science
Databases e.g. QSERV database, data butler, Prompt
Products Database. May also work on other middleware as
needed.

SLAC 0.75

3.3c Science Users
Middleware

Service Software
Engineer - SLAC

Develops, maintains, and implements DF software, includ-
ing: Data Butler, Alert Filtering Service, orchestration soft-
ware, workflow software, data backbone software, integra-
tion testing framework, authentication services, pipeline
construction tools, operational fabric codes, logging, mes-
saging, monitoring and health and status software, hosting
environment for Rubin Observatory Data Space, Data Space
batching services, and bulk export to other sites.

SLAC 0.75

3.3c Science Users
Middleware

Service Software
Engineer - SLAC

Develops, maintains, and implements DF software, includ-
ing: Data Butler, Alert Filtering Service, orchestration soft-
ware, workflow software, data backbone software, integra-
tion testing framework, authentication services, pipeline
construction tools, operational fabric codes, logging, mes-
saging, monitoring and health and status software, hosting
environment for Rubin Observatory Data Space, Data Space
batching services, and bulk export to other sites.

SLAC 0.25
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Service Software
Engineer - SLAC

Develops, maintains, and implements DF software, includ-
ing: Data Butler, Alert Filtering Service, orchestration soft-
ware, workflow software, data backbone software, integra-
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construction tools, operational fabric codes, logging, mes-
saging, monitoring and health and status software, hosting
environment for Rubin Observatory Data Space, Data Space
batching services, and bulk export to other sites.

SLAC 0.25

3.3c Science Users
Middleware

Service Software
Engineer - SLAC

Develops, maintains, and implements DF software, includ-
ing: Data Butler, Alert Filtering Service, orchestration soft-
ware, workflow software, data backbone software, integra-
tion testing framework, authentication services, pipeline
construction tools, operational fabric codes, logging, mes-
saging, monitoring and health and status software, hosting
environment for Rubin Observatory Data Space, Data Space
batching services, and bulk export to other sites.

BNL 0.13

3.3c Science Users
Middleware

Service Software
Engineer - SLAC

Develops, maintains, and implements DF software, includ-
ing: Data Butler, Alert Filtering Service, orchestration soft-
ware, workflow software, data backbone software, integra-
tion testing framework, authentication services, pipeline
construction tools, operational fabric codes, logging, mes-
saging, monitoring and health and status software, hosting
environment for Rubin Observatory Data Space, Data Space
batching services, and bulk export to other sites.

BNL 0.25
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3.3c Science Users
Middleware

Service Software
Engineer - SLAC

Develops, maintains, and implements DF software, includ-
ing: Data Butler, Alert Filtering Service, orchestration soft-
ware, workflow software, data backbone software, integra-
tion testing framework, authentication services, pipeline
construction tools, operational fabric codes, logging, mes-
saging, monitoring and health and status software, hosting
environment for Rubin Observatory Data Space, Data Space
batching services, and bulk export to other sites.

BNL 0.13

3.3c Science Users
Middleware

Service Software
Engineer - SLAC

Develops, maintains, and implements DF software, includ-
ing: Data Butler, Alert Filtering Service, orchestration soft-
ware, workflow software, data backbone software, integra-
tion testing framework, authentication services, pipeline
construction tools, operational fabric codes, logging, mes-
saging, monitoring and health and status software, hosting
environment for Rubin Observatory Data Space, Data Space
batching services, and bulk export to other sites.

BNL 0.25

3.3d Science Users
Middleware

Data Manage-
ment Software
Engineer - SLAC

Maintain Rucio systemwhich will be involved in the tracking
and moving of data between multiple sites. This is in close
conjunction with the Storage Engineers in the Data Facili-
ties. Rucio is an open source HEP product which we have
adopted on Rubin Observatory.

Fermilab 0.70

3.3e Science Users
Middleware

Dev/ Ops Soft-
ware Engineer -
US DF

Maintain and improve the batch processing and data back-
bone services at the US DF. As we enter operations a set
of tools (Pegasus, Condor, GPFS, Rucio) are used and some
glue (middleware) sits between them to make the systems
work. As these are upgraded the glue will need to be re-
shaped.

AURA 0.25

3.3e Science Users
Middleware

Dev/ Ops Soft-
ware Engineer -
US DF

Maintain and improve the batch processing and data back-
bone services at the US DF. As we enter operations a set
of tools (Pegasus, Condor, GPFS, Rucio) are used and some
glue (middleware) sits between them to make the systems
work. As these are upgraded the glue will need to be re-
shaped.

NCSA 0.25

3.3f Science Users
Middleware

Alerts and Data
Forwarding Soft-
ware Engineer -
US DF

Assure the required reliability of the alerts system, including
Science Image Archiving reliability, Science Visit Alert Gener-
ation Reliability, and Data Products availability especially to
community brokers. This requires good knowledge of the
systems and infrastructure to make them work efficiently.

NCSA 0.25

3.3g Science Users
Middleware

Dev/ Ops Soft-
ware Engineer -
IN2P3

Develops, maintains, and implements DF software, includ-
ing: QSERV database, data butler, DAX, Alert Filtering Ser-
vice, orchestration software, workflow software, data back-
bone software, integration testing framework, authentica-
tion services, pipeline construction tools, operational fabric
codes, logging, messaging, monitoring and health and sta-
tus software, hosting environment for Rubin Observatory
Data Space, Data Space batching services, and bulk export
to other sites.

IN2P3 0.20

3.3g Science Users
Middleware

Dev/ Ops Soft-
ware Engineer -
IN2P3

Develops, maintains, and implements DF software, includ-
ing: QSERV database, data butler, DAX, Alert Filtering Ser-
vice, orchestration software, workflow software, data back-
bone software, integration testing framework, authentica-
tion services, pipeline construction tools, operational fabric
codes, logging, messaging, monitoring and health and sta-
tus software, hosting environment for Rubin Observatory
Data Space, Data Space batching services, and bulk export
to other sites.

IN2P3 0.20

3.4a Execution Lead Production
Scientist - US DF

Responsible for leading the Execution Team. This includes
responsibility for managing the activities of the team mem-
bers, planning work, and reporting on progress and issues
to the next level ofmanagement. Additionally, the Lead Pro-
duction Scientist must possess all of the skills and qualifica-
tions of a Production Scientist.

NCSA 0.50
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3.4c Execution Production
Scientist - SLAC

Responsible for processing and database ingestion of
Prompt (Alert) and Batch (Annual Data Release) Data Prod-
ucts. This includes responsibility for: acting as the Scientific
Code Liaison, hardware and software deployment, over-
sight and responsibility for processing execution, prompt
SDQA and response, alert filtering service operations, and
external (community) broker operations.

Fermilab 0.25
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Responsible for processing and database ingestion of
Prompt (Alert) and Batch (Annual Data Release) Data Prod-
ucts. This includes responsibility for: acting as the Scientific
Code Liaison, hardware and software deployment, over-
sight and responsibility for processing execution, prompt
SDQA and response, alert filtering service operations, and
external (community) broker operations.

Fermilab 0.25

3.4e Execution Computation Fa-
cility Scientist -
SLAC

Improve performance of the Data Production codes on the
specific hardware of the day. Thismeans improving compu-
tational performance and data throughput of the different
pipelines. This spans all parts of the software and fits well
in the middleware team, between all parts of the system.

Fermilab 0.25

3.4e Execution Computation Fa-
cility Scientist -
SLAC

Improve performance of the Data Production codes on the
specific hardware of the day. Thismeans improving compu-
tational performance and data throughput of the different
pipelines. This spans all parts of the software and fits well
in the middleware team, between all parts of the system.

Fermilab 0.10

3.4e Execution Computation Fa-
cility Scientist -
SLAC

Improve performance of the Data Production codes on the
specific hardware of the day. Thismeans improving compu-
tational performance and data throughput of the different
pipelines. This spans all parts of the software and fits well
in the middleware team, between all parts of the system.

Fermilab 0.15

3.4f Execution Computation Fa-
cility Scientist -
IN2P3

Improve performance of the Data Production codes on the
specific hardware of the day. Thismeans improving compu-
tational performance and data throughput of the different
pipelines. This spans all parts of the software and fits well
in the middleware team, between all parts of the system.

IN2P3 0.70

3.4h Execution Workload Man-
ager - US DF

Provides workload management service (a batch service
and data accessmethods upon a hardware cluster provided
by the ITC function). This work is resident at the US Ru-
bin Observatory Data Facility and used to provision the var-
ious clusters with uniform provisioning and administrative
methods. Interfaces with security policy to ensure access by
authorized users and supports workflows deployed on the
system and data transfers to and from the corresponding
batch system.

US DF 0.25

3.4i Execution Environment
Manager - US DF

Maintains data management policy/ environment for re-
lease builds/ computation/ distribution.

US DF 0.25

3.5a Algorithms and
Pipelines

Lead of Algo-
rithms and
Pipelines

Responsible for the leadership and coordination of the Al-
gorithms and Pipelines Team, the scientific integrity of Alert
Production and Data Releases, and interaction and coordi-
nation with the Lead Community Scientist, Lead Scheduler
Scientist, and the Lead Production Scientist. This position
requires a Ph.D. level astronomer with extensive astronom-
ical survey and software experience, or a software engineer
with extensive astronomical experience.

Princeton 0.25

3.5b Algorithms and
Pipelines

Alert Production
Pipeline Group
Leader

Applying extensive astronomical knowledge, including so-
lar system, explosive transients, and time-domain surveys
in general, and Rubin Observatory software experience,
this role acts as product owner for the prompt processing
pipelines and oversees the day-to-day work of the Alert Pro-
duction Pipeline Scientists. Recommends changes to Alert
Production Pipelines, and provides support to accept or re-
ject software changes based on a scientific validation of
new algorithms and an understanding of their impact on
required computational resources. This position requires
a Ph.D. level astronomer with extensive astronomical sur-
vey and software experience, or a software engineer with
extensive astronomical experience.

UW 0.25
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3.5c Algorithms and
Pipelines

Alert Production
Pipeline Scientist
- NOIRLab

This role combines an understanding of one or more spe-
cific prompt processing science use cases with software
engineering expertise and an understanding of the Rubin
Observatory Science Pipelines to work in conjunction with
the Science Software Engineering Group to modify, extend,
and update the Prompt Processing Pipelines in response to
emergent scientific needs, community requests, and bug re-
ports. This role requires a Ph.D. level astronomer with ex-
tensive time-domain survey and software development ex-
perience, or a software engineer with extensive astronom-
ical experience. Reports to the Alert Production Pipeline
Group Leader.

UW 0.25

3.5c Algorithms and
Pipelines

Alert Production
Pipeline Scientist
- NOIRLab

This role combines an understanding of one or more spe-
cific prompt processing science use cases with software
engineering expertise and an understanding of the Rubin
Observatory Science Pipelines to work in conjunction with
the Science Software Engineering Group to modify, extend,
and update the Prompt Processing Pipelines in response to
emergent scientific needs, community requests, and bug re-
ports. This role requires a Ph.D. level astronomer with ex-
tensive time-domain survey and software development ex-
perience, or a software engineer with extensive astronom-
ical experience. Reports to the Alert Production Pipeline
Group Leader.

UW 0.25

3.5c Algorithms and
Pipelines

Alert Production
Pipeline Scientist
- NOIRLab

This role combines an understanding of one or more spe-
cific prompt processing science use cases with software
engineering expertise and an understanding of the Rubin
Observatory Science Pipelines to work in conjunction with
the Science Software Engineering Group to modify, extend,
and update the Prompt Processing Pipelines in response to
emergent scientific needs, community requests, and bug re-
ports. This role requires a Ph.D. level astronomer with ex-
tensive time-domain survey and software development ex-
perience, or a software engineer with extensive astronom-
ical experience. Reports to the Alert Production Pipeline
Group Leader.

UW 0.25

3.5d Algorithms and
Pipelines

Alert Production
Pipeline Scientist
- SLAC

This role combines an understanding of one or more spe-
cific prompt processing science use cases with software
engineering expertise and an understanding of the Rubin
Observatory Science Pipelines to work in conjunction with
the Science Software Engineering Group to modify, extend,
and update the Prompt Processing Pipelines in response to
emergent scientific needs, community requests, and bug re-
ports. This role requires a Ph.D. level astronomer with ex-
tensive time-domain survey and software development ex-
perience, or a software engineer with extensive astronom-
ical experience. Reports to the Alert Production Pipeline
Group Leader.

Fermilab 0.50

3.5d Algorithms and
Pipelines

Alert Production
Pipeline Scientist
- SLAC

This role combines an understanding of one or more spe-
cific prompt processing science use cases with software
engineering expertise and an understanding of the Rubin
Observatory Science Pipelines to work in conjunction with
the Science Software Engineering Group to modify, extend,
and update the Prompt Processing Pipelines in response to
emergent scientific needs, community requests, and bug re-
ports. This role requires a Ph.D. level astronomer with ex-
tensive time-domain survey and software development ex-
perience, or a software engineer with extensive astronom-
ical experience. Reports to the Alert Production Pipeline
Group Leader.

SLAC 0.50
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3.5e Algorithms and
Pipelines

Data Release
Pipeline Group
Leader

Applying extensive astronomical knowledge of all key Ru-
bin Observatory science cases, including dark energy, galax-
ies, and stars; and of wide-field astronomical surveys in
general, and Rubin Observatory software experience, this
role acts as product owner for the data release processing
pipelines and oversees the day-to-day work of the Data Re-
lease Pipeline Scientists. Recommends changes to Data Re-
lease Production Pipelines, and provides support to accept
or reject software changes based on a scientific validation
of new algorithms and an understanding of their impact on
required computational resources. This position requires
a Ph.D. level astronomer with extensive astronomical sur-
vey and software experience, or a software engineer with
extensive astronomical experience.

Princeton 0.25

3.5f Algorithms and
Pipelines

Data Release
Pipeline Scientist
- NOIRLab

This role combines an understanding of one or more spe-
cific data release processing processing science use cases
with software engineering expertise and an understand-
ing of the Rubin Observatory Science Pipelines to work in
conjunction with the Science Software Engineering Group
to modify, extend, and update the Data Release Pipelines
in response to emergent scientific needs, community re-
quests, and bug reports. This role requires a Ph.D. level as-
tronomer with extensive astronomical survey and software
development experience, or a software engineer with ex-
tensive astronomical experience. Reports to the Data Re-
lease Pipeline Group Leader.

Princeton 0.25

3.6b Science Platform
and Reliability
Engineering

DevOps In-
frastructure
Engineer - NOIR-
Lab

Generalist software engineers who work through the entire
software stack. A DevOps engineer must be able to under-
stand the software and infrastructure enough to know it is
working well. They must also be able to improve the in-
frastructure and debug problemswhich can span hardware,
network and operating system all the way to the end user
delivered service.

contractor 0.20

3.6c Science Platform
and Reliability
Engineering

DevOps In-
frastructure
Engineer - US DF

Generalist software engineers who work through the entire
software stack. A DevOps engineer must be able to under-
stand the software and infrastructure enough to know it is
working well. They must also be able to improve the in-
frastructure and debug problemswhich can span hardware,
network and operating system all the way to the end user
delivered service. At least one of these engineers will have
special competence in cybersecurity issues, and will ensure
that Data Production services are developed and managed
in accordance with Rubin Observatory cybersecurity policy.

US DF 0.38
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